Facile Synthesis of the O-Functionalized Ladder-Type Dipyran Building Block and Its Application in Polymer Solar Cells.
A new centrosymmetrical dipyran unit (DTDP) is successfully prepared by means of an efficient and universal way, and a series of PDTDP polymers have been prepared so as to assess their potential application in organic photovoltaic. The function of pyran moiety is not merely limited to tune the electron-donating roles and energy levels but it also contributes to solubility improvement. Interestingly, all pyran-based polymers displayed wide absorption ranging from 350 to 780 nm, but varied aggregation phenomena are observed. Furthermore, the quantum chemistry calculations for dimers, morphology study and grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering analysis for blend films have been utilized to understand the variations at photovoltaic performances. Finally, PDTDP-4 achieved the highest power conversion efficiency of 7.26% ( Voc = 0.72 V, FF = 0.66, and Jsc = 15.30 mA/cm2), demonstrating promising usage for high-efficiency polymer donors in polymer solar cells. In all, not only a promising dipyran building block is provided by this study, more dipyran derivatives and polymers could be prepared via this facile synthetic route.